practices of historians allied with political parties were exempt from interrogation, their behaviour neither putative nor culpable in the alleged crime. Indeed, they were amongst those posing the question. The notion that engagement and mortality were linked arose when the exchange of advice and forging of alliance between historians, women, workers and immigrants-those who needed more power over their lives, rather than those who had power aplenty-began more frequently and publicly to occur.
Let us be clear: a form of Active History, attentive to contemporary concerns, engaged in policy and with an engaged citizenry has existed as long as historical scholarship has existed in Canada, for some time most commonly practiced by political historians allied with and advising mainstream political parties. This activity was regarded not as a threat to public order but a public service. In the postwar era, a period in which the need for domestic stability was taken for granted and experts were king, historians were valued both by the political parties and academic colleagues for what they knew about how stability in the past had been disrupted and maintained. 5 The Liberal journalists and MPs and professors at Toronto, Carleton, Saskatchewan, Queen's and UBC who had historical training, were historically minded, thought history mattered and were called upon by others who thought the same, were active on the basis of their special expertise in a time when some authority resided in the historical record. These men and women offered expertise on the basis of their scholarly credentials, but they also made common cause with and explicitly worked to forward the interests of the party. They were active as historians in the public sphere.
The historians denounced in Who Killed Canadian History as putative assassins were a chronologically later group, also active as historians in the public sphere. These were labour historians allied with unions and women's historians active in the feminist movement, who regarded history, in the words of their friend and guru, Raph Samuel, as "too important to be left just to professional historians." 6 They too acted on the basis of historical knowledge and arrogated authority or accepted authority on that basis. They hoped to use that knowledge to articulate the possibility of alternatives, to argue on the basis of historical instances that change was possible, to raise consciousness, inflect action and to make change.
This active history had its own contextual specificities. As the engaged historians of the previous period were creatures of a time when domestic stability was taken for granted and experts were king, this succeeding active history was practiced within the context of a strong British Labour party and union movement, the Vietnam war and the golden age of capitalism, when welfare states were growing and the notion that there was something to be done was common, often confident of a consensus that large organisations should do what was to be done. The planning and mobilising for structural change of this active history fit the time. Often these active historians were eager and confident to set the direction for change, too eager and too confident. There was some wreckage along the way.
People on the ground could be forgiven for not recognising the fine disciplinary distinctions their visitors burnished so carefully. Some were positivist, science-envying social scientists without local anchors in the contested sites they entered. Some were historians. They are remembered locally. Following in their wake, living with and living down their 'mistakes,' can take a lot of time for those still not ashamed to be engaged.
The process is not without compensations. For those who struggle to remain watchful and listening, their legacy includes many teachable moments. Ways they messed up, we too can mess up. An example: the pall of Hydrogen Sulphide spewing from the Heavy Water plant by Ontario's Inverhuron Provincial Park in the early 1970s was a magnet for social science researchers. Local people involved in the campaign to save Inverhuron Park recalled visiting researchers as patronising, self-absorbed, naïve and inflexible. "They wanted us to be a case," "they treated us as data;" "we were too busy for that, we had a battle to fight." Recently, I've encountered similar complaints in several research sites beset by environmental health crises. "Those medical people just want to harvest our tissue and fluids and turn it into their scientific papers to further their careers." The ethical and professional circumstances of medical and social sciences are different. But in my experience, these doctors and PhDs from afar look pretty much the same from the ground.
By the 1980s and 1990s popular deference to authority, particularly scholarly authority had diminished; the space which scholarly visitors and tourists might formerly have entered and occupied was now more frequently claimed locally. Scholars who wanted to work in local sites could not set the direction or raise consciousness; they had to show they had learned the kindergarten lesson to share well; to "not to take up too much space."
These are the current terms of engagement. 
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